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Project Goals and Conditions 

Objective: 
The objective of my project is to extract information from the Naval postgraduate school’s 

website where they have stored thousands of research projects. Their research material is 

stored in a centralized archive maned Calhoun, that is the Naval Postgraduate School’s 

digital repository for research materials and institutional publications created by the NPS 

community. Materials in the Calhoun are openly accessible to anyone on the web and will 

be preserved for future generations. 

This study is focused on web mining, which will be used for extracting data from the web, 

and once the data is extracted than analysing that data for insights, such as what are the key 

areas/topics in time and what is the correlation between different authors and which 

authors have been more active. 

 

Tools and Libraries: 
My primary tool for this study would be python. I will also be using a lot of different libraries 

which python offers, hence making it one of the most powerful tools for data exploration 

and analyses. I will be using libraries such as requests, beautifulsoup, matplotlib, wordcloud, 

pandas, numpy, seaborn, nltk, mlxtend and few other supporting libraries. 

The URL used for this study is: 

https://calhoun.nps.edu/handle/10945/16/discover?rpp=20&etal=0&group_by=none&pa

ge=1 

                        

                            Website Visual 

  

https://calhoun.nps.edu/handle/10945/16/discover?rpp=20&etal=0&group_by=none&page=1
https://calhoun.nps.edu/handle/10945/16/discover?rpp=20&etal=0&group_by=none&page=1
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CRISP-DE 

Data Collection: 
The “inspect” option of the website was used to get the html content of the website, which 

was than used along with “requests” and “beautifulsoup” libraries of python to scrape the 

required content from the web. One of the difficult tasks here was to iterate through 

different pages to get as many projects as possible. The website had more than 1500 pages 

and more than 33000 reports, so code was taking long to execute, hence keeping in mind 

the time constraint, I choose to collect the data of first 50 pages and store it as a csv file 

using the “pandas” library. 

The columns of the data frame are “Topic” ,”Date” ,”Authors” and “Description”. I tried 

getting the department name as well, but it was listed within the link of a link, and most of 

them didn’t have department listed, so it proved to be a difficult task keeping in mind the 

project duration, hence the department was excluded for now. 

 

                                                       Extracted Dataset 

 

Data Understanding: 
On exploring the extracted dataset, it is found that the dataset contains 4 columns, 

excluding the index, and has about 1000 rows. The dates are listed in a random order and 

some of the topics and descriptions is missing. Most of it is categorical data, hence I will be 

doing some analyses based on the categorial values. 
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Data Pre-Processing: 
On using some common python functions like finding null values and empty rows, I found 

that the dataset contains few null values, firstly those were removed using the “dropna” 

function on the columns, then the dates were sorted in a descending order to get the latest 

one first. 

Once that was done, I cleaned the “Topics” and “Description” columns by removing stop 

words, punctuations, and words less than 3 characters and stored them as an array, for 

extracting word clouds, bigrams, and topic modelling. The “Authors” column did not need 

much cleaning, but it will be used for finding correlation between different authors. 

 

Data Analyses and Visualization: 
Once I had the final cleaned dataset, I started doing the data analyses by first generating a 

word cloud for different topics and their descriptions. On first few runs it was seen that 

some of the words that were more commonly appearing, were obvious words like 

‘research’, ‘analyses’, ‘study’, and some more. These words didn’t add value to our analyses, 

hence stop words list was extended, by adding these obvious words. The word clouds 

generated for topics and description can be seen below. 

 

           

                  Word cloud for research topics over time 
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                     Word cloud for topic descriptions  

Next, I explored the bigrams for the topics column of the data frame. The output is as 

follows: 

               

                             Bigrams for topics  

As seen, there were a total of 6148 bigrams for the 997 rows of topics, I had in my data 

frame. On breaking these bigrams into chunks of 50 to 100 and analysing those, I noticed 

that words like ‘mission and ship’, ‘education and waiver’, ‘army and warship’, ’alternative 

and ideal’ are some of the more frequent bigrams. This is an important fact to analyse as it 

can later help me with feature extraction for topic modelling. 

I than used the nltk library to print the frequency of the most commonly occurring words in 

the topic description column. The output is as follows: 
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                                                      Frequent words in topics 

The information obtained above can be useful when doing NLP analyses, and feature 

extraction. It also helps us to understand the context of the research topics and what are 

the focus areas. 

Next, I tokenized the ‘authors’ column, again to extract bigrams to see which two authors 

worked together more frequently. The output is as follows: 

                   

                                                           Bigrams for authors 

There are a total of 1352 bigrams for authors. Since the website has more than 33000 

documents and I am working with just 1000 of those, I didn’t find much collaboration pairs 

of authors but the most common was 3 times that any two unique authors worked 

together, their names can be seen in the picture above. Bigrams only show us how many of 

them worked together how many times, whereas I also wanted to see how many different 

authors one author collaborated with, hence I had to plot a correlation matrix for all unique 

authors. 
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I tried to find how are different authors related to each other using the “One hot encoder” library 

from “mlxtend”.  Using this library, I converted all the unique authors in each row to ones and zeros, 

for plotting the correlation matrix. On the first attempt the heat map wasn’t very clear as there were 

so many unique authors and most of them didn’t have any collaboration, so I tweaked the “vmin” 

function to 0.99 to include only the authors who collaborated the more. The heat map is as follows: 

 

                                                   Heatmap for top  author collaborations 

As you can see the heatmap was still not quite significant, so I extracted data out of this heatmap, to 

find the authors with highest correlation and I also used the “apriori” function to find the support 

level for different authors. The authors with the highest collaboration and support level for few 

other authors is as follows: 

 

                           

               Authors with more collaboration                                      Authors and their support level 

As we can see from the support level numbers that, those were very low indicating very few 

collaborations between authors. 
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Project Summary 

Conclusion: 
On doing the analyses of the extracted word clouds, bigrams and commonly appearing 

words in the description, it can be concluded that most of the research projects involved 

designing a purposeful system using computers and complex modelling techniques, which 

could help defence and military in the US. The projects involved investigating a problem, 

developing a potential solution keeping in mind the risks involved and cost associated with 

it. Most projects belonged to mechanical and systems engineering departments. 

Since my dataset only comprised of 1000 documents out of 33000 available documents, 

from the heatmap it can be concluded that there wasn’t much collaboration between 

authors, the most being thrice that any two authors worked together, like ‘Thomas and 

Michael’ and ‘Robert and Joseph’ being a couple of them, whereas authors like ‘Joseph 

Patrick’, ‘Amie Wiborg’ collaborated the most. The overall support level for each author was 

very low indicating very low collaboration overall. 

Reflection: 
One of the most important skills I was able to acquire while working on this project was web 

mining and extracting textual data from the web using ‘requests’ and ‘beautifulsoup’ 

libraries. I also explored on how to work with categorical variables, and plot correlation 

matrix for categorical variables using one hot encoder and “apriori” function. I also tried an 

approach to topic modelling, but due to its complex algorithm and time constraint I couldn’t 

execute it, but I would surely, add it to this report for the future. 
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